2001 ford 7.3 injectors

From fixing your stock truck to souping it up with a set of performance single-shot injectors, we
have you covered at Pure Diesel Power. Your Cart. Ford Product Compare 0. Show: 25 48 50 75
These injectors are great for a person that wants to use their truck for daily driving, towing, or
just playing around on the street. You can liter.. Add to Wish List Compare this Product. This is
a great choice for someone who has installed an upgraded Turbo. These injectors have the
capability of producing RWHP with the proper tuning and supporting Modifications. These are a
great improvement over the stock injectors for model years, where the stock injectors were..
Chip or power module recomm.. We will have a very detailed conversation with any customer
who is inquiring about the use of our Stag.. River City Diesel Hybrid 7. Available in multiple
configurations. These injectors are recommended for racing applications only and have no
warranty. We have installed these injectors in s.. This injector is great for those wanting
maximum power and lowest smoke with a stock turbo. This injector is great for towing and
makes another 40HP over the stage 1 with similar EGTs under all conditions while doing so.
These High Output injectors by Unlimited Diesel were designed to produce the maximum
amount torque capable for heavy towing applications, utilizing stock components. Reman 7.
Please call to check a.. Comes with o-rings and tip copper ready to install. Please call to check
availabilit.. Please call to check availability before ordering, we d.. Please call to chec.. Please
call to check availabi.. Please call to check availability before ordering, we do s.. Please call to
check availability.. Diesel RX Remanufactured Ford 7. Please call for core re.. Cookie Notice.
Our website uses cookies to enhance your shopping experience. Continued use of our website
gives us your consent for the use of cookies during your visit. Please view our privacy policy to
see how these cookies are used. Home Powerstroke Diesel 7. Stock injectors are around cc of
fuel flow for the Our Injectors increase the flow from cc on up to cc plus. Each Single Shot
Injector is upgraded with all new internal wear pars and new nozzles. A chip is required to run
performance injectors. If you need help choosing injectors please see our blog post on how to
choose injectors. Products [11]. Select Options. Usually Ships in 24 Hours. How to choose the
correct size performance injector. When deciding what size injector best suits your needs you
must first decide what you goals are for you. A tow truck or work truck will need less CC and a
smaller nozzle. The reason for this is simple. Lower EGT's and less strain on your drivetrain.
Can you add bigger injectors and still tow? Absolutely, but keep in mind you will need to
upgrade to lower the risk of high EGT's and possibly improve your drivetrain durability. When
not loaded short bursts of high EGT's are acceptable and shouldn't result in problems. However
the drivetrain will suffer high levels of strain as the HP is increased. Turbo upgrades and
drivetrain upgrades are recommend to run larger injectors. A competition truck does not have
CC limits due to the fact that most of these trucks need to produce the most power and
performance available. The trucks are typically highly modified and usually aren't street driven
on a daily basis. Online Chat. Having to choose between an expensive repair or operating at
impaired efficiency. However, a closer look at the problem reveals an interesting insight. Since
the introduction of the 7. International pioneered the idea of electronically controlled diesel
engines in pickups, which became commonplace on GM and Cummins diesels. Inside the
injector, barely a thimble full of oil has the job of lubricating the piston, springs and o-rings.
This oil is exposed to temperatures much higher than reported on your engine temp gauge.
With enough time and heat, the oil breaks down and leaves a gummy residue on the inside of
the injector. This gummy, sticky, friction is called stiction. Frequently mechanics recommend
replacing the injectors after the failure code is triggered. This is where the myth comes into
play. While it is true that a replacement will solve the problem of an injector not performing
correctly due to stiction, it is often unnecessary. The logic behind this replacement
recommendation would be similar to replacing a leaky tire instead of plugging it, especially
when there are plenty more miles to roll on that tire. Why replace an injector that is designed to
go 1,, miles? The elements of an injector are well crafted and can perform for the life of the
engine. It is the stiction that is causing the failure, not the malfunctioning of the injector
elements. While many drivers choose fuel additives to improve performance, the stiction that is
causing an injector failure requires a Stiction Eliminator oil additive. This is often
counter-intuitive to diesel owners who consider the injector as part of the fuel system, not the
oil system. Injectors require both systems to perform. A problem specific, high concentrate oil
additive can remove the stiction and restore it to its original factory performance. Common
symptoms of stiction occur well before your mechanic runs the diagnostics on your engine. If
you are experiencing slow starts or bucking and chugging, especially on cold mornings,
stiction could be building up. If your diesel hesitates to accelerate or has been losing power,
then you could be experiencing stiction. A steady and consistent drop in your MPG can also be
an indicator of a stiction problem. Search for:. October 10, The Ford - 7. Though overtime, the
injectors may begin to wear out and clog, which will restrict the efficiency of fuel getting into the

combustion chamber that will rob you of power and fuel efficiency. By refreshing or upgrading
the diesel injection system, you will gain that power back. Browse all our - 7. Look for any of the
products you may need, including 7. Please contact our helpful team if you have any question
about our parts or which part will be ideal for your situation. Omar, loved your customer service
and thank you for staying late to take care of the shipping dilemma. I appreciate you going
above and beyond. Not to mention my new turbo rocks and my truck is running like a beast!
Thanks again for all you do. Great customer service and working directly with an owner that
cares about his clients is sadly a rarity these days. Terry D. Chris at Dieselogic did an excellent
job of finding the information I needed to get right injectors for my truck when Dodge and
Cummins couldn't. Excellent product and great people to work with from the order desk to the
tech. Thankful that I found a company that backs up what they sell. Thank You! Very
professional and knowledgeable. Took the time to call me to make sure I ordered the correct
parts. Miss , Brittany at Dieselogic was very attentive to my injector needs , very knowledgeable
on my 6. My truck is running great. Good customer service, emailed with multiple questions and
got responses, called and talked to Chris there about some stuff and gave good clear
explanations! I just recently ordered a set of remanufactured injectors for my 06 duramax lbz
and so far they are performing flawlessly and it resolved my low fuel rail pressure code just
took the truck on a mile round trip and it never skipped a beat. Dieselogic was a great place to
deal with, the person was nice, the thing I really liked was I'm a do it yourself guy and a lot of
the times when you call and ask questions people want to make you feel stupid for the
questions you asked and don't want to deal with you but Dieselogic wasn't like that. Omar done
an amazing job answering all my questions and processing my order! Very good customer
service! Highly recommend doing business with this guy! Home Ford 7. Your Vehicle:. Choose
your vehicle. Shop by vehicle Year:. Select Year No Models Found. Find Parts Reset. Email
Exclusives. The PowerStroke fuel injection system is designed for diesel vehicles and uses a
mix of hydraulic injectors with electric injectors. As is the case with other fuel injection
systems, PowerStroke injectors undergo normal wear and tear and must be replaced
periodically. Learning to recognize the symptoms of a bad injector will allow you to determine
when it is time to replace the injectors. Check the exhaust smoke from your vehicle. White
smoke is normal when starting your vehicle, but white smoke when driving indicates that there
is a loose injector. Black smoke emission can also be normal when accelerating the vehicle, but
if you notice black smoke at other times, this indicates a bad fuel injector. Blue smoke occurs in
cold weather, but at any other time indicates that your vehicle needs a new fuel injector. Start
your vehicle. If you experience difficulty in getting the vehicle started, this indicates a bad
injector or faulty O-rings on the fuel injector itself. This problem should be fixed as quickly as
possible, as it could progress to the point where you cannot start the vehicle at all. Based in
Colorado, Cecil Fontaine has been writing and editing since , specializing in Brazilian travel
guides. He received his Bachelor of Arts in political economy from the University of California,
Berkeley in How to Tell if the Injectors Are Bad on a 7. Step 1 Check the exhaust smoke from
your vehicle. Step 2 Start your vehicle. References Blackclouddiesel. The Swamps High
Performance 7. With the included custom tuned chip we've consistently seen a MPG increase
with these injectors. Chip settings:. Have peace of mind knowing that you are getting the best
price guaranteed by shopping with XDP. Fitment verification applies to year, make and engine
only. Individual details such as model, trim packages, build dates, and other factory options can
change fitment and must be verified by customer. Help Desk. Contact Us. Shop All. My Account
Access My Garage. View All. USD Part :. FROM Ships from manufacturer Usually in Days. Other
Modifications. Transmission Automatic Manual. VIN Number. Model Year. Add To My Build List.
Custom tuned chip included. For competition use. Capable of rwhp. Injectors returned to us,
which are out of a salvage yard, injectors which have been burned, or externally damaged, will
NOT be suitable as cores. Any injector which has previously been disassembled will NOT be a
suitable core injector. We will not accept injectors as suitable cores that have run waste
vegetable oil or alternative fuels to include home-made veggie or bio fuels. Normal wear is not
something we consider to be out of the ordinary. Warranty : 5-Year, , miles whichever comes
first. Shipping Length 10 in. Shipping Width 10 in. Shipping Height 10 in. Great Product! My F
just hit , miles and instead of just changing o-rings on the injectors, I decided to up the power a
bit and start with a fresh set. I thought about going to a higher power than the Baby Swamps
and kept going back and forth. Finally I decided the Baby Swamps would be enough and boy
were they! There is a definite power increase and I haven't even installed the chip yet that came
with the set. The only deviation from stock that I have on my truck concerning the engine is a 3
in straight pipe to a Donaldson muffler followed by a 4 in straight pipe to the tip. Still have the
stock turbo drop down pipe. I would recommend the Baby Swamps to anyone who wants
longevity out of their 7. Overall Rating. Email Address will not be made public. Send me an

email if my review is approved. Customer Photos See what others built Submit your photo.
Price on injectors 7. View Staff Answer. Answer The Swamps High Performance 7. Is there an
extra charge for using AB's for a core for Baby Swamps? I have a 97 cali truck. You would get
partial credit on your AB cores. One of our Performance Specialists can gladly help you. Will the
core charge of the injectors be charged after the due date or when the order is place? Answer
Core changes are automatically charged when the order is placed. Ask a question about this
product Please allow up to 1 business day for reply. PART :. Emissions Notice This product is
not legal for sale or street use in California. Certain aftermarket products are subject to
governmental emission standards regulated by the California Air Resources Board. This
number makes the part legal for use only on specific years, makes and models of vehicles. A
decal with CARB EO number for these parts must be displayed in the engine bay to satisfy
smog inspection requirements. Manufactured Again takes products through a restorative
process, using highly refined industrial procedures in a factory setting to promote greater
resource productivity, and aims to reduce waste and avoid pollution. It is the only form of reuse,
re-purpose, repair, or recycle that produces warranted products that meet or exceed quality and
performance expectations. Worn out, missing or non-functioning components are replaced with
new or manufactured again components. After full disassembly is complete, the part is
reassembled and tested for compliance with OEM Bosch performance specifications wand may
be retested with our patented Dieselogic NEO. The NEO provides validity testing of Common
Rail Injection internal calibration emission tolerances and stimulates the aftermarket economy
while lowering emissions for a greener environment. For more info on the NEO click here. If you
have any questions or concerns, please call and our customer satisfaction team will be happy
to assist you. Core Policy To dispose of your old cores, Di eselogic has 3 convenient choices: 1.
Customers using a debit card may see a pending transaction on your bank account until the
cores are returned. Their order will ship immediately once the cores are received. All cores must
be "cosmetically" in original and acceptable condition i. We will not be responsible for any
damage caused in transit. If you have any questions regarding this policy, please contact us at
See Full Core Policy for details. Your satisfaction is very important to us. No refunds will be
given on Products that have been installed, tampered with, contaminated, or disassembled.
Jacksonville, FL Shipping costs to send the returned Products to us are the responsibility of the
customer. If an item was purchased with free shipping, the costs of shipping will be deducted
from the refund amount. If it applies, the cost of the core shipping label will also be deducted
from the refund amount. Orders returned beyond 60 days will fall under our Warranty Claim
Policy. Please see the Warranty Policy for details. Once we have inspected the Products and
confirmed they are in new and resalable condition as required by this Policy, we will process
your refund. Dieselogic does offer expedited shipping via UPS. It is important to note that the
expedited shipping time refers to the time from orders leaving our facilities to the shipment
destination. Some orders will require production, assembly, or procurement time before the
order is ready to be shipped. Please contact our team to discuss if your order will be subject to
these limitations. After full disassembly is complete, the part is reassembled and tested for
compliance with OEM Bosch performance specifications with our patented Dieselogic NEO.
Omar, loved your customer service and thank you for staying late to take care of the shipping
dilemma. I appreciate you going above and beyond. Not to mention my new turbo rocks and my
truck is running like a beast! Thanks again for all you do. Great customer service and working
directly with an owner that cares about his clients is sadly a rarity these days. Terry D. Chris at
Dieselogic did an excellent job of finding the information I needed to get right injectors for my
truck when Dodge and Cummins couldn't. Excellent product and great people to work with from
the order desk to the tech. Thankful that I found a company that backs up what they sell. Thank
You! Very professional and knowledgeable. Took the time to call me to make sure I ordered the
correct parts. Miss , Brittany at Dieselogic was very attentive to my injector needs , very
knowledgeable on my 6. My truck is running great. Good customer service, emailed with
multiple questions and got responses, called and talked to Chris there about some stuff and
gave good clear explanations! I just recently ordered a set of remanufactured injectors for my
06 duramax lbz and so far they are performing flawlessly and it resolved my low fuel rail
pressure code just took the truck on a mile round trip and it never skipped a beat. Dieselogic
was a great place to deal with, the person was nice, the thing I really liked was I'm a do it
yourself guy and a lot of the times when you call and ask questions people want to make you
feel stupid for the questions you asked and don't want to deal with you but Dieselogic wasn't
like that. Omar done an amazing job answering all my questions and processing my order! Very
good customer service! Highly recommend doing business with this guy! Home Ford 7. Your
Vehicle:. Choose your vehicle. Shop by vehicle Year:. Select Year No Models Found. Find Parts
Reset. Warning California Proposition 65 Information. Due to FAA regulations flammable liquids

fuel additive cannot be shipped via air freight; these items must be shipped via UPS ground
service. We make every effort to ship all orders within 48 hours, excluding weekends and
National Holidays. International Shipping Shipping costs on orders placed outside of the
Contiguous US may not have accurate shipping charges assessed at check out; in this case the
shipping cost will be calculated and we will contact the customer for confirmation of this
charge. Buyer shall be responsible for all shipping, handling, insurance, customs, duties and
import fees, tariffs and taxes, and all other similar costs and charges. Dieselogic reserves the
right to pass any additional shipping expenses incurred from Buyers shipping instructions to
the Buyer. All orders for customers outside of the US for injectors, turbos and pumps; must
send us their cores in advance or pay for them in full. Please contact us at Dieselogic cuts out
the middle man, meaning the same quality at lower prices. Found a better deal elsewhere? Give
us a call at to talk about price matching. We pride ourselves in superior craftsmanship, quality
product lines, and responsive in-house customer service. As leaders in the diesel injection
system remanufacturing and refurbishing industry for over 5 decades, you can shop in
confidence. Email Exclusives. From fixing your stock truck to souping it up with a set of
performance single-shot injectors, we have you covered at Pure Diesel Power. Your Cart. Ford
Product Compare 0. Show: 25 48 50 75 These injectors are great for a person that wants to use
their truck for daily driving, towing, or just playing around on the street. You can liter.. Add to
Wish List Compare this Product. This is a great choice for someone who has installed an
upgraded Turbo. These injectors have the capability of producing RWHP with the proper tuning
and supporting Modifications. These are a great improvement over the stock injectors for model
years, where the stock injectors were.. Chip or power module recomm.. We will have a very
detailed conversation with any customer who is inquiring about the use of our Stag.. River City
Diesel Hybrid 7. Available in multiple configurations. These injectors are recommended for
racing applications only and have no warranty. We have installed these injectors in s.. This
inject
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or is great for those wanting maximum power and lowest smoke with a stock turbo. This
injector is great for towing and makes another 40HP over the stage 1 with similar EGTs under all
conditions while doing so. These High Output injectors by Unlimited Diesel were designed to
produce the maximum amount torque capable for heavy towing applications, utilizing stock
components. Reman 7. Please call to check a.. Comes with o-rings and tip copper ready to
install. Please call to check availabilit.. Please call to check availability before ordering, we d..
Please call to chec.. Please call to check availabi.. Please call to check availability before
ordering, we do s.. Please call to check availability.. Diesel RX Remanufactured Ford 7. Please
call for core re.. Cookie Notice. Our website uses cookies to enhance your shopping experience.
Continued use of our website gives us your consent for the use of cookies during your visit.
Please view our privacy policy to see how these cookies are used.

